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(ℓ, k)-Routage dans les Grilles Planaires ∗Omid Amini † , Florian Hu ‡ , Ignasi Sau ‡ § , Janez erovnik ¶ ‖Thème COM  Systèmes ommuniantsProjet MASCOTTERapport de reherhe n° 6480  February 2008  32 pagesRésumé : Le problème de routage de paquets joue un rle très important dans les réseauxde téléommuniation. Il onsiste à envoyer des données entre les sommets d'un réseau enun temps raisonable. Dans le (ℓ, k)-routage, haque sommet peut envoyer au plus ℓ paquetset en reevoir k. Le routage de permutation orrespond au as ℓ = k = 1. Dans le routage
r-entral, tous les noeuds à distane au plus r d'un sommet xé envoient un paquet à esommet. Dans et artile nous étudions les problèmes préédents dans les grilles planaires.On utilise le modèle store-and-forward et ∆-port. Nous onsidérons les réseaux half et full-duplex. Les résultats prinipaux sont :1. un algorithme tight pour le problème de routage de permutation dans les grilleshexagonales full-duplex, et dans les grilles hexagonales et triangulaires half-duplex.2. un algorithme tight pour le routage r-entral dans les grilles triangulaires et hexagonales.3. un algorithme tight pour le (ℓ, ℓ)-routage dans les grilles arrées, triangulaires ethexagonales.4. de bon algorithme d'approximation (en terme de temps de alul) pour le (ℓ, k)-routage dans les grilles arrées, triangulaires et hexagonales. On donne aussi de nouvellesbornes inférieures sur le temps d'éxéution d'un algorithme qui utilise le routage parle plus ourt hemin.Tous es algorithmes sont omplètements distribués.Mots-lés : Routage de paquets, algorithme distribué, (ℓ, k)-routage, grilles planaires,routage de permutation, plus ourt hemin, algorithme sans mémoire
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(ℓ, k)-Routing on Plane Grids ∗∗Abstrat: The paket routing problem plays an essential role in ommuniation networks.It involves how to transfer data from some origins to some destinations within a reasonableamount of time. In the (ℓ, k)-routing problem, eah node an send at most ℓ pakets andreeive at most k pakets. Permutation routing is the partiular ase ℓ = k = 1. In the
r-entral routing problem, all nodes at distane at most r from a xed node v want to senda paket to v.In this artile we study the permutation routing, the r-entral routing and the general
(ℓ, k)-routing problems on plane grids, that is square grids, triangular grids and hexagonalgrids. We use the store-and-forward ∆-port model, and we onsider both full and half-duplexnetworks. The main ontributions are the following:1. Tight permutation routing algorithms on full-duplex hexagonal grids, and half duplextriangular and hexagonal grids.2. Tight r-entral routing algorithms on triangular and hexagonal grids.3. Tight (k, k)-routing algorithms on square, triangular and hexagonal grids.4. Good approximation algorithms (in terms of running time) for (ℓ, k)-routing on square,triangular and hexagonal grids, together with new lower bounds on the running timeof any algorithm using shortest path routing.All these algorithms are ompletely distributed, i.e. an be implemented independently ateah node. Finally, we also formulate the (ℓ, k)-routing problem as a Weighted EdgeColoring problem on bipartite graphs.Key-words: Paket routing, distributed algorithm, (ℓ, k)-routing, plane grids, permutationrouting, shortest path, oblivious algorithm
(ℓ, k)-Routage dans les Grilles Planaires 31 IntrodutionIn teleommuniation networks, it is essential to be able to route ommuniations asquikly as possible. In this ontext, the paket routing problem plays a apital role. In thisproblem we are given a network and a set of pakets to be routed through the nodes andthe edges of the network graph. A paket is haraterized by an origin and a destinationnode, and typially an edge an be used by no more than one paket at the same time. Theobjetive is to nd an algorithm to ompute a shedule to route all pakets whih minimizesthe total delivery time. This problem has been widely studied in the literature under manydierent assumptions. In 1988, Leighton, Maggs and Rao proved in their seminal artile[31, 29℄ the existene of a shedule for routing any set of pakets with edge-simple paths ona general network, in optimal time of O(C + D) steps. Here C is the ongestion (maximumnumber of paths sharing an edge) and D the dilation (length of a longest path) and it isassumed that the paths are given a priori. The proof of [29℄ used Lovász Loal Lemma andwas non onstrutive. This result was further improved in [28℄ where the same authors gavean expliit algorithm, using the Bek's onstrutive version of the Loal Lemma.These algorithms to ompute the optimal shedule are entralized. Then in [38℄ Ostrovskyand Rabani gave a distributed randomized algorithm running in O(C+D+log1+ǫ(n)) steps.We give a more detailed overview in Setion 1.1.Although these results are asymptotially tight, they deal with a general network, andin many ases it is possible to design more eient algorithms by looking at spei paketongurations or network topologies. For instane, is it natural to bound the maximumnumber of messages that a node an send or reeive. We fous on this point in Setion 1.2,where we will formally dene the problem under study in this paper.On the other hand, the network under study plays a major role on the quality and thesimpliity of the solution. For example, in a radio wireless environment, ellular networksare usually modeled by a hexagonal grid where nodes represent base stations. The ells ofthe hexagonal grids have good diameter to area ratio and still have a simple struture. Ifenters of neighboring ells are onneted, the resulting graph is alled a triangular grid.Notie that hexagonal grids are subgraphs of the triangular grid. We will talk about suhnetworks in Setion 1.3. In this paper we fous on the study of the (ℓ, k)-routing problemin onvex subgraphs, i.e. that ontain all shortest paths between all pairs of nodes of thesquare, triangular and hexagonal grid.1.1 General Results on Paket RoutingIn this setion we provide a fast overview of the state-of-the-art of the general paketrouting problem, in both the o-line and on-line settings in Setions 1.1.2 and 1.1.3 respe-tively, fousing mostly on the latter. We begin by realling three lassial lower bounds forthe paket routing problem.
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4 Omid Amini , Florian Hu , Ignasi Sau , Janez erovnik1.1.1 Classial lower boundsIn the paket routing problem, there are three lassial types of lower bounds for therunning time of any algorithm :1. Distane bound : the longest distane over the paths of all pakets (usually alleddilation, denoted D) onstitutes a lower bound on the number of steps required toroute all the pakets.2. Congestion bound : the ongestion of an edge of the network is dened as thenumber of paths using this edge. Then, the greatest ongestion over all the edges ofthe network (denoted C) is also a lower bound on the number of steps, sine at eahstep an edge an be used by at most one paket.3. Bisetion bound : Let G = (V, E) be the graph whih models the network, and
F ⊆ E a ut-set disonneting G into two omponents G1 and G2. Let m be thenumber of pakets with origin in G1 and destination in G2. Then, the number ofrouting steps used by any algorithm will be at least ⌈ m|F |⌉.1.1.2 O-line routingGiven a set of pakets to be sent through a network, a path system is dened as the unionof the paths that eah paket must follow. For a general network and any set of n demands,we have seen in Setion 1.1.1 that the dilation and the ongestion provide two lower boundsfor the routing time. This proves that the dilation + congestion of a paths system used forthe routing proedure is a lower bound of twie the routing time. In a elebrated paper,Leighton, Maggs and Rao proved the following theorem :Theorem 1.1 ([31℄) For any set of requests and a path system for these requests, there isan o-line routing protool that needs O(C + D) steps to route all the requests, where C isthe ongestion and D is the dilation of the path system.In addition, in [49℄ the authors show that, given the set of pakets to be sent, it is possibleto nd in polynomial time a path system with C + D within a fator 4 of the optimum.Thus, Theorem 1.1 an be announed in a more general way :Theorem 1.2 ([49℄) For any set of requests, there is an o-line routing protool that needs
O(C +D) steps to route all the requests, where C +D is the minimum congestion+dilationover all the possible path systems.Furthermore, this routing protool uses xed buer size, i.e. the queue size at all nodesis bounded by a onstant at eah step. Nevertheless, it is important to notie that a hugeonstant may be hidden inside the O notation. As we have said in the introdution, thisresult was further improved in [28℄ where the same authors gave an expliit algorithm. Thesealgorithms to ompute the optimal shedule are entralized. In a distributed algorithm nodesmust make their deisions independently, based on the pakets they see, without the use ofa entralized sheduler. Then in [38℄ Ostrovsky and Rabani gave a distributed randomizedalgorithm running in O(C + D + log1+ǫ(n)) steps.
INRIA
(ℓ, k)-Routage dans les Grilles Planaires 5We refer to Sheideler's thesis [45℄ for a omplete ompilation of general paket routingalgorithms.1.1.3 On-line routingIn the on-line setting, the oldest on-line protool that deviates only by a fator logarithmiin n from the best possible runtime O(C + D) for arbitrary path-olletions is the protoolpresented by Leighton, Maggs and Rao in the same paper [31℄, running in O(C +D log(Dn))steps with high probability. The authors all the algorithm on-line, rather than distributed.This shedule assumes that the paths are given a priori, hene it does not fous on theproblem of hoosing the paths to route the pakets.The results of [1℄ provide a routing algorithm that is log n ompetitive with respet tothe ongestion. In other words, it is worse than an optimal o-line algorithm only by a fator
log n. In this setting the demands arrive one by one and the algorithm routes alls based onthe urrent ongestion on the various links in the network, so this an be ahieved only viaentralized ontrol and serializing the routing requests. In [3℄ the authors gave a distributedalgorithm that repeatedly sans the network so as to hoose the routes. This algorithmrequires shared variables on the edges of the network and hene is hard to implement. Notethat the two on-line algorithms above depend on the demands and are therefore adaptive.Reall that an oblivious routing strategy is speied by a path system P and a funtion
w assigning a weight to every path in P . This funtion w has the property that for everysoure-destination pair (s, t), the system of ow paths Ps,t for (s, t) fullls ∑q∈Ps,t w(q) = 1.One an think of this funtion as a frequeny distribution among several paths going froman origin s to a destination t. In adaptive routing, however, the path taken by a paket mayalso depend on other pakets or events taking plae in the network during its travel. Remarkthat every oblivious routing strategy is obviously on-line and distributed.The rst paper to perform a worst ase theoretial analysis on oblivious routing is thepaper of Valiant and Brebner [54℄, who onsidered routing on spei network topologiessuh as the hyperube. They give a randomized oblivious routing algorithm. Borodin andHoproft [6℄ and subsequently [22℄ have shown that deterministi oblivious routing algo-rithms annot approximate well the minimal load on any non-trivial network.In a reent paper, Räke [40℄ gave the onstrution of a polylog ompetitive obliviousrouting algorithm for general undireted networks. It seems truly surprising that one anome lose to minimal ongestion without any information on the urrent load in the network.This result has been improved in [4℄. Lower bounds on the ompetitive ratio of obliviousrouting have been studied for various types of networks. For example, for the d-dimensionalmesh, Maggs et al. [35℄ gave the ω(C∗d (log n)) lower bound on the ompetitive ratio of anoblivious algorithm on the mesh, where C∗ is the optimal ongestion.So far, the oblivious algorithms studied in the literature have foused on minimizing theongestion while ignoring the dilation. In fat, the quality of the paths should be determinedby the ongestion C, and the dilation D. An open question is whether C and D an beontrolled simultaneously. An appropriate parameter to apture how good is the dilation ofa path system is the streth, dened as the maximum over all pakets of the ratio betweenRR n° 6480
6 Omid Amini , Florian Hu , Ignasi Sau , Janez erovnikthe length of the path taken by the routing protool and the length of a shortest pathfrom soure to destination. In a reent work, Bush et al. [8℄ onsidered again the ase ofthe d-dimensional mesh. They presented an on-line algorithm for whih C and D are bothwithin O(d2) of the potential optimal, i.e. D = O(d2D∗) and C = O(dC∗ log(n)), where D∗is the optimal dilation (remark that by [35℄, it is impossible to have a fator better than
ω(C∗d (log n))).There is a simple ounter-example network that shows that in general the two metris(dilation and ongestion) are orthogonal to eah other : take an adjaent pair of nodes
u, v and Θ(√n) disjoint paths of length Θ(√n) between u and v. For pakets travelingfrom u to v, any routing algorithm that minimizes ongestion has to use all the paths,however, in this way some pakets follow long paths, giving high streth. Nevertheless, ingrids [8℄, and in some speial kind of geometri networks [7℄ the ongestion is within a poly-logarithmi fator from optimal and streth is onstant (d the dimension). As mentionedbefore an interesting open problem is to nd other lasses of networks where the ongestionand streth are minimized simultaneously [2℄. Possible andidates for suh networks ould befor example bounded-growth networks, or networks whose nodes are uniformly distributedin losed polygons, whih desribe interesting ases of wireless networks.The reent paper of Maggs [34℄ surveys a olletion of theoretial results that relate theongestion and dilation of the paths taken by a set of pakets in a network to the timerequired for their delivery.1.2 Routing ProblemsThe initial and nal positioning of the pakets has a diret inuene on the time neededfor their routing. Considering stati paket onguration, the most studied onstraints referto the maximum number of pakets that a node an send and reeive. Due to their pratialimportane, some of these problems have spei names :1. Permutation routing : eah node is the origin and the destination of at most onepaket. To measure the routing apability of an interonnetion network, the partialpermutation routing (PPR) problem is usually used as the metri.2. (ℓ, k)-routing : eah node is the origin of at most ℓ pakets and destination of at most
k pakets. Permutation routing orresponds to the ase ℓ = k = 1 of (ℓ, k)-routing.Another important partiular ase is the (1, k)-routing, in whih eah node an sendat most one paket and reeive at most k pakets.3. (1, any)-routing : eah node is origin of at most one paket but there are no on-straints on the number of pakets that a node an reeive.4. r-entral routing : all nodes at distane at most r of a entral node send one mes-sage to this entral node.In all these problems we are given an initial paket onguration, and the objetive is toroute all pakets to their respetive destinations minimizing the total routing time, underthe onstraint that eah edge an be used by at most one paket at the same time. INRIA
(ℓ, k)-Routage dans les Grilles Planaires 7Besides of the onstraints about the initial and nal positions of the pakets, there alsoexist dierent routing models at the intermediate nodes of the network. For instane, inthe hot potato model no paket an be stored at the nodes of the network, whereas in thestore-and-forward at eah step a paket an either stay at a node or move to an adjaentnode. Another widely used model is the wormhole routing.On the other hand, one an onsider onstraints on the number of inident edges thateah node of the network an use to send or reeive pakets at the same time. In the ∆-portmodel [16℄, eah node an send or reeive pakets through all its inident edges at the sametime.In this artile we study the store-and-forward ∆-port model. In addition, we supposethat ohabitation of multiple pakets at the same node is allowed. I.e. a queue is requiredfor eah outgoing edge at eah node.The nature of the links of the network is another fator that inuenes the routingeieny. The type of links is usually one of the following : full-duplex or half-duplex. Inthe full-duplex ase there are two links between two adjaent nodes, one in eah diretion.Hene two pakets an transit, one in eah diretion, simultaneously. In the half-duplex aseonly one paket an transit between two nodes, either in one diretion of the edge or in theother. In this paper we fous on both half and full-duplex links.1.3 TopologiesWe now give a brief summary of various ases of (ℓ, k)-routing and (1, any)-routing thathave been studied for several spei topologies. More preisely, in Setion 1.3.1 we listthe most important results for some networks whih have attrated a great interest in theliterature, like hyperubes and irulant graphs. Then we move to plane grids in Setion1.3.2. It is well known that there exist only three possible tessellations of the plane intoregular polygons [55℄ : squares, triangles and hexagons. These graphs are those whih westudy in this artile.1.3.1 Dierent network topologiesIn [20℄ the authors studied the permutation routing problem in low-dimensional hyper-ubes (d ≤ 12). They gave optimal or good in the worst ase oblivious algorithms, i.e.algorithms in whih the path used by a paket is entirely determined by its origin and itsdestination. An other network widely studied in the literature is the two dimensional meshwith row and olumn buses. This network an also be diversied aording to the apaitiesof the buses. In [51℄ Suel gave a deterministi algorithm to solve the permutation routingproblem in suh networks. It gives a shedule using at most n + o(n) steps and a queue ofsize 2, where the queue is the maximum number of pakets that have to be stored at anintermediate node. He also proposed a deterministi algorithm for r-dimensional arrays withbuses working in (2 − 1r )n + o(n) steps and still using queues of size 2. In [27℄, the authorsstudied the (ℓ, ℓ)-routing problem in the mesh grid with two diagonals and gave, for ℓ ≥ 9 adeterministi algorithm using 2ℓn9 + (ℓn2/3) steps.RR n° 6480
8 Omid Amini , Florian Hu , Ignasi Sau , Janez erovnikIn [19℄, the authors introdued an algorithm alled big foot algorithm. The idea of thisalgorithm is to identify two types of links and to move towards the destination using rstthe links of the rst type and then those of the seond type. The algorithms we develop willuse suh a strategy. They give an optimal entralized algorithm for the permutation routingproblem in full-duplex 2-irulant graphs and double-loop networks (i.e. oriented 2-irulantgraphs).Another network of great pratial importane is the double-loop network : a networkmodeled by a graph with vertex set v = {v0, . . . , vn−1} suh that there are two integers h1and h2 suh that E = {vivi±h1 , vivi±h2}. The permutation routing problem in this network isstudied in [14℄. The authors gave an algorithm for the permutation routing problem whih inmean uses 1.12ℓ steps (the mean being empirially measured). In [15℄ the authors desribedan optimal entralized permutation routing algorithm in k-irulant graphs (k ≥ 2), and in[42℄ an optimal distributed permutation routing in 2-irulant graphs was obtained.The problem has been also studied for pakets arriving dynamially. In [18℄, the authorgave an optimal online shedule for the linear array. He also gave a 2-approximation forrings and show that, using shortest path routing, no better approximation algorithm exists.In [21℄, the authors studied Cube Conneted Cyles : CCC(n, 2n) (hyperubes of dimension
n where eah node is replaed by a yle of length n). They gave an algorithm working in
O(n2) with O(1) buers for the online partial permutation routing (PPR).1.3.2 Plane gridsMaybe the most studied networks in the literature are the two dimensional grids (orplane grids), and among them in partiular the square grid has deserved speial attention.Let us briey overview what has been previously done on (ℓ, k)-routing in plane grids.In [32℄ the rst optimal permutation routing (with running time 2n−2), and queues of size1008 appears. The queue size is redued in [41℄ to 112 and further in [48℄ to 81. Furthermore,in [48℄ the authors provide another algorithm running in near-optimal time 2n +O(1) stepswith a maximum queue size of only 12. [36℄ gives an asymptotially optimal algorithmfor (1, k)-routing on plane grids, with queues of small onstant size. They introdued forthe rst time the (1, k)-routing and the (1, any)-routing problems. This result was furtherimproved in [47℄, where the authors gave near-optimal deterministi algorithm running in√
k n2 +O(n) steps. They gave another algorithm, slightly worse in terms of number of steps,but with queues of size only 3. They also studied the general problem of (ℓ, k)-routing insquare grids. They proposed lower bounds and near-optimal randomized and deterministialgorithms. They nally extended them to higher dimensional meshes. They performed (ℓ, ℓ)-routing in O(ℓn) steps, the lower bound being Ω(√ℓkn) for (ℓ, k)-routing. Finally, in [39℄,the authors gave deterministi and randomized algorithms for (ℓ, k)-routing in square grids,with onstant queue size. The running time is O(√ℓkn) steps, whih is optimal aordingto the bound of [47℄. This work losed a gap in the literature, sine optimal algorithms wereonly known for ℓ = 1 and ℓ = k.Nodes in a hexagonal network are plaed at the verties of a regular triangular tessel-lation, so that eah node has up to six neighbors. In other words, a hexagonal network isINRIA
(ℓ, k)-Routage dans les Grilles Planaires 9
Fig. 1  Hexagonal network (△) and hexagonal tessellation (9)a nite subgraph of the triangular grids. These networks have been studied in a variety ofontexts, speially in wireless and interonnetion networks. The most known appliationmay be to model ellular networks with hexagonal networks where nodes are base stations.But these networks have been also applied in hemistry to model benzenoid hydroarbons[52, 25℄, in image proessing and omputer graphis [26℄.In a radioommuniation wireless environment [37℄, the interonnetion network amongbase stations onstitutes a hexagonal network, i.e. a triangular grid, as it is shown in Fig.1. Tessellation of the plane with hexagons may be onsidered as the most natural beauseells have optimal diameter to area ratio. Hexagonal networks are nite subgraphs of thetriangular grid. The triangular grid an also be obtained from the basi 4-mesh by addingNE to SW edges, whih is alled a 6-mesh in [53℄. Here we study onvex subgraphs, i.e.that ontain all shortest paths between all pairs of nodes, of the square, triangular andhexagonal grid. Summarizing, to the best of our knowledge the only optimal algorithmsonerning (ℓ, k)-routing on plane grids (aording to the lower bound of [47℄) have beenfound on square grids, but modulo a onstant fator [39℄. On triangular and hexagonal grids,the best results are randomized algorithms with good performane [46℄.1.4 Our ContributionIn this paper we study the permutation routing, r-entral and (ℓ, k)-routing problemson plane grids, that is square grids, triangular grids and hexagonal grids. We use the store-and-forward ∆-port model, and we onsider both full and half-duplex networks.We have seen in Setion 1.3.2 that the only plane grid for whih there existed an optimal
(ℓ, k)-routing is the square grid. In addition, what is important is that the results of theseartiles onerning (ℓ, k)-routing in plane grids are optimal modulo a onstant fator. Inthis paper we improve these results by giving tight algorithms inluding the onstant, inthe ases of square, triangular and hexagonal grids. It is important to stress that all thealgorithms presented in this paper are distributed (exept the one given in Appendix B),
RR n° 6480
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an be implemented independently at eah node. Our algorithms only use shortest paths,therefore they ahieve minimum streth. In addition, the algorithms are oblivious, so theyan be used in an on-line senario, unless the performane guarantees that we prove applyonly to the o-line ase. The main new results of this artile are the following :1. First tight (also inluding the onstant fator) permutation routing algorithms infull-duplex hexagonal grids, and half duplex triangular and hexagonal grids.2. First tight (also inluding the onstant fator) r-entral routing algorithms in trian-gular and hexagonal grids.3. First tight (also inluding the onstant fator) (k, k)-routing algorithms in square,triangular and hexagonal grids.4. Good approximation algorithms for (ℓ, k)-routing in square, triangular and hexagonalgrids.This paper is strutured as follows. In Setion 2 we study the permutation routing problem.Although permutation routing had already been solved for square grids, we begin in Setion2.1 by illustrating our algorithm for suh grids. Then in Setion 2.2 we give a tight permuta-tion routing algorithm for half-duplex triangular grids, using the optimal algorithm of [44℄.In Setion 2.3 we provide a tight permutation routing algorithm for full-duplex hexagonalgrids and a tight permutation routing algorithm for half-duplex hexagonal grids. In Setion3 we fous on (1, any)-routing, giving an optimal r-entral routing algorithms for the threetypes of grids. We nally move in Setion 4 to the general (ℓ, k)-routing problem. We providea distributed algorithm for (ℓ, k)-routing in any grid, using the ideas of the optimal algorithmfor permutation routing. We also prove lower bounds for the worst-ase running time of anyalgorithm using shortest path routing. In addition, these lower bounds allow us to prove thatour algorithm turns out to be tight when ℓ = k, yielding in this way a tight (k, k)-routingalgorithm in square, triangular and hexagonal grids. We also propose in Appendix B anapproah to (ℓ, k)-routing in terms of a graph oloring problem : the Weighted BipartiteEdge Coloring. We give a entralized algorithm using this redution.2 Permutation RoutingAs we have already said in Setion 1, in the permutation routing problem, eah proessoris the origin of at most one paket and the destination of no more than one paket. Thegoal is to minimize the number of time steps required to route all pakets to their respetivedestinations. It orresponds to the ase ℓ = k = 1 of the general (ℓ, k)-routing problem.This problem has been studied in a wide diversity of senarios, suh as Mobile Ad HoNetworks [23℄, Cube-Conneted Cyle (CCC) Networks [21℄, Wireless and Radio Networks[10℄, All-Optial Networks [33℄ and Reongurable Meshes [9℄.In a grid with full-duplex links an edge an be rossed simultaneously by two messages,one in eah diretion. Equivalently, eah edge between two nodes u and v is made of twoindependent ars {uv} and {vu}, as illustrated in Fig. 2a.
INRIA
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a)Fig. 2  a) Eah edge onsists of two independent links. b) Axis used in a triangular gridRemark 2.1 If the network is half-duplex, it is easy to onstrut a 2-approximation algo-rithm from an optimal algorithm for the full-duplex ase by introduing odd-even steps, asexplained for example in [14℄.2.1 Square gridMany ommuniation networks are represented by graphs satisfying the following prop-erty : for any pair of nodes u and v, the edges of a shortest path from u to v an be partitionedinto k disjoint lasses aording to a well-dened riterium. For instane, on a triangulargrid the edges of a shortest path an be partitioned into positive and negative ones [44℄.Similarly, on a k-irulant graph the edges an be partitioned into k lasses aording totheir length.In graphs that satisfy this property there exists a natural routing algorithm : route allpakets along one lass of edges after another. For hexagonal networks this algorithm turnsout to be optimal [44℄. Optimality for 2-irulant graphs is proved using a stati approah in[19℄, and reently using a dynami distributed algorithm in [42℄. In [19℄ the authors introduethe notion of big-foot algorithms beause their algorithm routes pakets rst along long hopsand then along short hops in a 2-irulant graph.On the square grid, the big-foot algorithm onsists of two phases, moving eah paketrst horizontally and then vertially. In this way a paket may wait only during the seondphase. Using that all destinations are distint, the optimality for square grid is easy to prove.Summarizing, it an be proved thatTheorem 2.1 There is a translation invariant oblivious optimal permutation routing algo-rithm for full-duplex networks that are onvex subgraphs of the innite square grid.
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 , Ignasi Sau , Janez erovnik2.1.1 Regarding the queue sizeOf ourse, this is not the rst optimal permutation routing result on square grids, as thelassial x − y routing (rst route pakets through the horizontal axis, and then throughthe vertial axis) has been used for a long time. Thus, another more hallenging issue is toredue the queue size, as we have already disussed in Setion 1.3.2. Leighton desribes in[30℄ a simple o-line algorithm for solving any permutation routing problem in 3n− 3 stepson a n×n square grid, using queues of size one. Sine the diameter of a n×n square grid is
2n−2, this algorithm provides a 32 -approximation. The main drawbak is that this algorithmis o-line and entralized. In ontrast, our oblivious distributed algorithm is optimal in termsof running time, but it is easy to see that on a n × n square grid, the queue size an be
n−1
2 . Up to date, the best algorithm running in optimal time to route permutation routinginstanes on square grids is the algorithm of Sibeyn et al. [48℄, using queues of size 81. Sofar, there is no algorithm that guarantees optimal running time with queues of size 1, andit is unlikely that suh an algorithm exists.Remark 2.2 The same observation regarding the unbounded queue size applies to all thealgorithms desribed in this artile. However, our aim is to math the optimal running time,rather than minimizing the queue size. Additionally, it turns out that some appropriatemodiations of the permutation routing algorithms that we provide for plane grids allow usto nd oblivious algorithms whih route any permutation within a fator 3 of the optimalrunning time, and using queues of size 1 (in fat, we an say something stronger : we justneed memory to keep 1 message at eah node). We do not desribe these modiations inthis artile.2.2 Triangular gridWe use the addressing sheme introdued in [37℄ and used also in [44℄ : we representany address on a basis onsisting of three unitary vetors i, j, k on the diretions of threeaxis x, y, z with a 120 degree angle among them, interseting on an arbitrary (but xed)node O . This node is the origin and is given the address O = (0, 0, 0). This basis isrepresented in Fig. 2b. Thus, we an assume that eah node P ∈ V is labeled with anaddress P = (P1, P2, P3) expressed in this basis {i, j, k} with respet to the origin O. Atthe beginning, eah node S knows the address of the destination node D of the messageplaed initially at S, and omputes the relative address −→SD = D − S of the message. Notethat this relative address does not depend on the hoie of the origin node O. This relativeaddress is the only information that is added in the heading of the message to be transmitted,onstituting in this way the paket to be sent through the network.Using that i + j + k = 0, it is easy to see that if (a, b, c) and (a′, b′, c′) are the relativeaddresses of two pakets, then (a, b, c) = (a′, b′, c′) if and only if there exists d ∈ Z suh that
a′ = a + d, b′ = b + d, and c′ = c + d.We say that an address −→SD = (a, b, c) is of the shortest path form if there is a path fromnode S to node D, onsisting of a units of vetor i , b units of vetor j and c units of vetork , and this path has the shortest length. INRIA
(ℓ, k)-Routage dans les Grilles Planaires 13Theorem 2.2 ([37℄) An address (a, b, c) is of the shortest path form if and only if at leastone omponent is zero, and any two omponents do not have the same sign.Corollary 2.1 ([37℄) Any address has a unique shortest path form.Thus, eah address −→SD written in the shortest path form has at most two non-zero ompo-nents, and they have dierent sign. In fat, it is easy to nd the shortest path form usingthe next result.Theorem 2.3 ([37℄) If −→SD = ai+ bj+ ck, then
|−→SD| = min(|a − c| + |b − c|, |a − b| + |b − c|, |a − b| + |a − c|).Permutation routing on full-duplex triangular grids has been solved reently [44℄ attain-ing the distane lower bound of ℓmax routing steps, where ℓmax is the maximum length overthe shortest paths of all pakets to be sent through the network.As said in Remark 2.1,  the network is half-duplex, one an onstrut a 2-approximationalgorithm from an optimal algorithm for the full-duplex ase by introduing odd-even steps.Thus, using this algorithm we obtain an upper bound of 2ℓmax for half-duplex triangulargrids.Let us show with an example that this naïve algorithm is tight. That is, we shall givean instane requiring at least 2ℓmax running steps, implying that no better algorithm fora general instane exists. Indeed, onsider a set of nodes distributed along a line on thetriangular grid. We x ℓmax and an edge e on this line, and put ℓmax pakets at eah sideof e along the line, at distane at most ℓmax − 1 from an end-vertex of e. For eah paket,eah destination is plaed at the other side of e with respet to its origin, at distane exatly
ℓmax from the origin. It is easy to hek that the ongestion of e (that is, the number ofshortest paths ontaining e) is 2ℓmax, and thus any algorithm using shortest path routingannot perform in less than 2ℓmax steps. On the other hand, ℓmax is a lower bound for anydistane, yielding that the approximation ratio of our algorithm is at most 2.Previous observations allow us to state the next result :Theorem 2.4 There exists a tight permutation routing algorithm for half-duplex triangulargrids performing in at most 2ℓmax steps, where ℓmax is the maximum length over the shortestpaths of all pakets to be sent. This algorithm is a 2-approximation algorithm for a generalinstane.2.3 Hexagonal gridIn a hexagonal grid one an dene three types of zigzag hains [50℄, represented withthik lines in Fig. 3. Similarly to the triangular grid, in the hexagonal grid any shortest pathbetween two nodes uses at most two types of zigzag hains [50℄. Let us now give a lowerbound for the running time of any algorithm. Consider the edge labeled as e in Fig. 3, andthe two hains ontaining it (those shaping an X). Fix ℓmax and e, and put one message onall nodes plaed at both hains at distane at most ℓmax − 1 from an endvertex of e. As inRR n° 6480
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 , Ignasi Sau , Janez erovnikthe ase of the triangular grid, hoose the destinations to be plaed on the other side of ealong the same zigzag hain than the originating node, at distane exatly ℓmax from it. It islear that all the shortest paths ontain e. It is also easy to hek that the ongestion of e isin this ase 4ℓmax− 4, onstituted of symmetri loads 2ℓmax − 2 in eah diretion of e. Thus,
2ℓmax − 2 establishes a lower bound for the running time of any algorithm in the full-duplexase, whereas 4ℓmax − 4 is a lower bound for the half-duplex ase, under the assumption ofshortest path routing.
e
Fig. 3  Zigzag hains in a hexagonal gridLet us now desribe a routing algorithm whih reahes this bound. We have three typesof edges aording to the angle that they form with any xed edge. Eah edge belongsto exatly two dierent hains, and onversely eah hain is made of two types of edges.Moreover, in an innite hexagonal grid any 2 hains of dierent type interset exatly onone edge.Given a pair of origin and destination nodes S and D, it is possible to express the relativeaddress D−S ounting the number of steps used by a shortest paths on eah type of hain.In this way we obtain an address D − S = (a, b, c) on a generating system made of unitaryvetors following the diretions of the three types of hains (it is not a basis in the stritsense, sine these vetors are not linearly independent on the plane. However, we will all itso). Choose this basis so that the three vetors form angles of 120 degrees among them. Asit happens on the triangular grid [37, 43℄, there are at most two non-zero omponents (see[50℄), and in that ase they must have dierent sign. Nevertheless, now the address is notunique, sine an edge plaed at the bent (that is, a hange from a type of hain to another)of a shortest path is part of both types of hains. Anyway, this ambiguity is not a problemin the algorithm that propose, as we will see below.Suppose rst that edges are bidiretional or, said otherwise, full-duplex. Roughly, theidea is to use the optimal algorithm for triangular grids desribed in [43℄, and adapt it tohexagonal grids. For that purpose we label the three types of zigzag hains c1, c2, c3, andthe three types of edges e1, e2, e3. Without loss of generality, we label them in suh a waythat c1 uses edges of type e2 and e3, c2 uses e1 and e3, and c3 uses e1 and e2 (see Fig. 4).
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3Fig. 4  3 types of hains and edges in a hexagonal gridFor eah type of edge, we dene two phases aording to the type of hain that uses thistype of edge. This denes two global phases, namely : during Phase 1, c1 uses e2, c2 uses e3,and c3 uses e1. Conversely, during Phase 2 c1 uses e3, c2 uses e1, and c3 uses e2.We suppose that at eah node pakets are grouped into distint queues aording to thenext edge (aording to the rules of the algorithm) along its shortest path. Given the relativeaddresses D − S in the form (a, b, c), the algorithm an be desribed as follows.At eah node u of the network :1) During the rst step, move all pakets along the diretion of their negative omponent.If a paket's address has only a positive omponent, move it along this diretion.2) From now on, hange alternatively between Phase 1 and Phase 2. At eah step (thesame for both phases) :a) If there are pakets with negative omponents, send them immediately along thediretion of this omponent.b) If not, for eah outgoing edge order the pakets in dereasing number of remainingsteps, and send the rst paket of eah queue.3) If at some point, all the pakets in u have remaining distane one, send them imme-diately.Let us analyze the orretness and optimality of this algorithm.In 1) all pakets an move, sine initially there is at most one paket at eah node. In 2a),there an only be one paket with negative omponent at eah outgoing edge [43℄. In 2b)the paket with maximum remaining length at eah outgoing edge is unique, sine all thesepakets are moving along their last diretion (their negative omponent is already nished,otherwise they would be in 2a)) and eah node is the destination of at most one paket.Hene, using this algorithm every 2 steps (one of Phase 1 and one of Phase 2) the maximumremaining distane over all pakets dereases by one. Moreover, during the rst step allpakets derease their remaining distane by one. Beause of this, after the (2ℓmax − 3)thstep the maximum remaining distane has dereased at least 1 + 2ℓmax−42 = ℓmax − 1 times,hene the maximum remaining distane is 1, and we are in 3). Sine all destinations aredierent, all pakets an reah simultaneously their destinations. Thus, the total runningtime is at most 2ℓmax − 3 + 1 = 2ℓmax − 2, meeting the worst ase lower bound. Again, ℓmaxRR n° 6480
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 , Ignasi Sau , Janez erovnikis a lower bound for any instane, hene the algorithm onstitutes a 2-approximation for ageneral instane.Theorem 2.5 There exists a tight permutation routing algorithm for full-duplex hexagonalgrids performing in 2ℓmax − 2 steps, where ℓmax is the maximum length over the shortestpaths of all pakets to be sent.Remark 2.3 The optimality stated in Theorem 2.5 is true only under the assumption ofshortest path routing. This means that for ertain tra instanes the total deliver timemay be shorter if some pakets do not go through their shortest path. To illustrate thisphenomenon, onsider the example of Fig. 5. Node labeled i wants to send a message tonode labeled i′, for i = 1, . . . , 8. We have that ℓmax = 5, and thus our algorithm performsin 2ℓmax − 2 = 8 steps. It is lear that all shortest paths use edge e, and its ongestionbottleneks the running time. Suppose now that we route the messages originating at evennodes through the path dened by the edges {abcd}, instead of {fe}, and keep the shortestpath routing for messages originating at odd nodes. One an hek that with this routing only
7 steps are required.
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cFig. 5  Shortest path is not always the best hoieIn the half-duplex ase, just introdue again odd-even steps in both phases. Thus, we havePhase 1-even, Phase 1-odd, Phase 2-even, and Phase 2-odd, whih take plae sequentially.Now, 1) onsists obviously of two steps (even/odd). Using this algorithm, every 4 steps themaximum remaining distane dereases by one. In addition, during the rst 2 steps andduring the last 2 steps all pakets derease their remaining distane by one. Thus, the totalrunning time is at most twie the time of the full-duplex ase, that is 2(2ℓmax−2) = 4ℓmax−4steps, meeting again the lower bound for the running time of any routing algorithm usingshortest path routing. Again, this algorithm onstitutes a 4-approximation for a generalinstane.Theorem 2.6 There exists an tight permutation routing algorithm for half-duplex hexagonalgrids performing in 4ℓmax − 4 steps, where ℓmax is the maximum length over the shortestpaths of all pakets to be sent.
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(ℓ, k)-Routage dans les Grilles Planaires 17Remark 2.4 As explained in Appendix A, there exists an embedding of the triangular gridinto the hexagonal grid with load, dilation, and ongestion 2. Using this embedding, anyalgorithm performing on k steps on the triangular gird performs on 2k steps on the hexagonalgrid. Using this fat, we obtain a permutation routing algorithm on full-duplex hexagonalgrids performing on 2ℓmax steps. Note that the optimal result given in Theorem 2.5 is slightlybetter.The same applies to half-duplex hexagonal networks, with a running time of 4ℓmax usingthe embedding, in omparison to 4ℓmax − 4 steps given by Theorem 2.6.3 (1, any)-RoutingIn this ase the routing model is the following : eah paket has at most one paket tosend, but there are no onstraints on the destination. That is, in the worst ase all paketsan be sent to one node. This speial ase where all pakets want to send a message to thesame node in often alled gathering in the literature [5℄. Notie that this routing model isoneptually dierent from the (1, k)-routing, where the maximum number of pakets thata node an reeive is xed a priori.Square grid Assume rst that edges are bidiretional. The modiations for the half-duplex ase are similar to those explained in the previous setion.We will fous on the ase where all pakets surrounding a given vertex want to send apaket to that vertex. We all this situation entral routing, and if we want to speify thatall nodes at distane at most r from the enter want to send a paket, we note it as r-entralrouting. Note that this situation is realisti in many pratial appliations, sine the entralvertex an play the role of a router or a gateway in a loal network.Lemma 3.1 (Lower Bound) The number of steps required in a r-entral routing is atleast (r+12 ).Proof: Let us use the bisetion bound [17℄ to prove the result. It is easy to ount the num-ber of points at distane at most r from the enter, whih is 4(r+12 ). Now onsider the utonsisting of the four edges outgoing from the entral vertex. All pakets must traverse oneof these edges to arrive to the entral vertex. This ut gives the bisetion bound of 4(r+12 )/4routing steps. 2Let us now desribe an algorithm meeting the lower bound.Proposition 3.1 There exists an optimal r-entral routing algorithm on square grids per-forming in (r+12 ) routing steps.Proof: Express eah node address in terms of the relative address with respet to theentral vertex. In this way eah node is given a label (a, b). Then, for eah paket plaed ina node with label (a, b) our routing algorithm performs the following :
• If ab = 0, send the paket along the diretion of the non-zero omponent.RR n° 6480
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• If ab > 0, send the paket along the vertial axis.
• If ab < 0, send the paket along the horizontal axis.Queues are managed so that the pakets having greater remaining distane have priority.This routing divides the square grid into 4 subregions surrounding the entral vertex,as shown in Fig. 6. The type of routing performed in eah subregion is symbolized by anarrow.
Fig. 6  Division of the grid in the proof of Proposition 3.1Let us now ompute the running time in the r-entral ase. It is obvious that using thisalgorithm all pakets are sent to the 4 axis outgoing from the entral vertex. The ongestionof the edge in the axis ontaining the entral vertex along eah line is 1+2+3+. . .+r = (r+12 ).Sine at eah step one paket reahes its destination along eah line, we onlude that (r+12 )is the total running time of the algorithm. 2Triangular grid The same idea of the square grid applies to the triangular grid. In thisase, the number of nodes at distane at most r is 6(r+12 ). The ut is made of 6 edges.Dividing the plane onto 6 subregions gives again an optimal algorithm performing in (r+12 )steps.Hexagonal grid The same idea gives an optimal routing in the r-entral ase. In thisase the degree of eah vertex is 3, and then it is easy to hek (maybe a drawing usingFig. 3 an help) that there are 3(r+12 ) nodes at distane at most d that may want to senda message to the entral vertex, and the ut has size 3. As expeted, the running time isagain (r+12 ).4 (ℓ, k)-RoutingReall that in the general (ℓ, k)-routing problem eah node an send at most ℓ paketsand reeive at most k pakets. We propose a distributed approximation algorithm using
INRIA
(ℓ, k)-Routage dans les Grilles Planaires 19the ideas of the algorithms that we have developed for the permutation routing problem.We also provide lowers bounds for the running time of any algorithm using shortest pathrouting, that allow us to prove that our algorithm is tight when ℓ = k, on any grid.Remark 4.1 We also propose in Appendix B an approah to nd a solution of the (ℓ, k)-routing problem, on any grid, using the problem of Weighted Edge Coloring in a bi-partite graph. Nevertheless, the algorithm obtained using this approah is entralized.We start by desribing the results for full-duplex triangular grids. The results an beompletely adapted to square grids, but we fous on the other grids sine there were fewresults in the literature. We also show how to adapt the results to hexagonal grids and tothe half-duplex version. In this setion we denote c := ⌈max{ℓ,k}min{ℓ,k} ⌉ = ⌈max{ ℓk , kℓ }⌉. Note that
c ≥ 1. Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 provide two lower bounds for the running time of anyalgorithm using shortest paths.Lemma 4.1 (First lower bound) The worst-ase running time of any algorithm for (ℓ, k)-routing on full-duplex triangular grids using shortest path routing satisesRunning time ≥ min{ℓ, k} · ℓmaxProof: Consider a set of ℓmax nodes plaed along a line, plaed onseutively at one sideof a distinguished edge e. Eah node wants to send min{ℓ, k} messages to the nodes plaedat the other side of e along the line, at distane ℓmax from it. Then the ongestion of e is
min{ℓ, k} · ℓmax, giving the bound. 2Denition 4.1 Given a vertex v, we all the retangle of side (a, b) starting at v the set
Rva,b = {v +αi+βj, 0 ≤ α < a, 0 ≤ β < b} We all suh a retangle a square if a = b. Notiethat in the triangular grid the node set is generated by {i, j,k}, where k = −i− j, as we haveexplained in Setion 2.2.Using standard graph terminology, given a graph G = (V, E) and a subset S ⊆ V , theset Γ(S) denotes the (open) neighborhood in G of the verties in S. The following theoreman be found, for example, in [13℄.Theorem 4.1 (Corollary of Hall's theorem [13℄) Let G = (V, E) be a bipartite graph,with V = X ∪ Y . If for all subsets A of X, |Γ(A)| ≥ c|A|, then for eah x ∈ X, there exists
Sx ⊂ Y suh that |Sx| = c, and ∀x, x′ ∈ X, Sx ∩ Sx′ = ∅ and Sx ⊂ Γ(x).We use this theorem to prove the following lower bound.Lemma 4.2 (Seond lower bound) The worst-ase running time of any algorithm for
(ℓ, k)-routing on full-duplex triangular grids using shortest path routing satisesRunning time ≥ ⌈max{ℓ, k}
4
·
⌊
ℓmax + 1√
c + 1
⌋⌉
,where c = ⌈max{ℓ,k}min{ℓ,k} ⌉.RR n° 6480
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 , Ignasi Sau , Janez erovnikProof: Suppose without loss of generality that ℓ ≥ k, otherwise replae ℓ by max{ℓ, k}. Let
v be a vertex, and onsider the square Rvd,d, with d := ⌊ ℓmax+1√c+1 ⌋. We laim that all nodesinside this square an send ℓ messages suh that all destination nodes are in the destinationset D = Rvd+ℓmax,d+ℓmax\Rvd,d. Let S be the subgrid generated by positive linear ombinationsof the vetors i and j. More preisely, S := {v + αi + βj , α ≥ 0, β ≥ 0}. Fig. 2b gives agraphial illustration.To prove this, we onsider a bipartite graph H on vertex set Rvd,d ∪ D, with an edgebetween a vertex of Rvd,d and a vertex of D if they are at distane at most ℓmax in S. Toapply Theorem 4.1, we have to show that any subset of verties A ⊂ Rvd,d has at least c|A|neighbors in H . Theorem 4.1 will then ensure the existene of a feasible repartition of themessages from verties of Rvd,d to those of D suh that they all travel a distane at most
ℓmax.Given A ⊂ Rvd,d, let us all DA := {u ∈ D : distS(A, u) ≤ ℓmax}, where distS(A, u)means the minimum distane in S from any vertex of A to the vertex u. For any A ⊂ Rvd,d,we need to show that
|DA| ≥ c|A| (1)Without loss of generality we suppose that A is maximal, in the sense that there is noset A′ stritly ontaining A with DA = DA′ . Instead of onsidering all possible sets A, wewill show below that we an restrit ourselves to retangles. Hene given a set A, we denoteby RA the smallest retangle ontaining the subset of verties A. We rst laim that
|DRA \ DA| ≤ |RA \ A| (2)Indeed, this equality an be shown by indution on |RA\A|. For |RA\A| = 0 the equalityis trivial. Suppose that it is true for |RA \ A|. The indution step onsists in showing thatthere is an element x in RA \ A suh that |DRA \ DA∪{x}| − |DRA \ DA| ≤ 1 (note that
DRA∪{x} = DRA) :
• If there exists x suh that x+ j and x− i are in A and x− j is not in A, then we seletthis x. From x the only new vertex we may add to DA is x + ℓmaxi.
• Otherwise, if there exists x suh that x − j and x − i are in A and x + i is not in A,then we selet this x. In this ase the only new vertex we may add to DA is x− ℓmaxk.
• If none of the previous ases holds, sine RA is the smallest retangle ontaining A,and A is maximal, then neessarily there exists an x suh that x + i and x − j are in
A and x− i is not in A. We selet this x, and the only new vertex we may add to DAis x + ℓmaxj.Thus, in all ases there exists an x adding at most one neighbor to DRA \DA, whih nishesthe indution step and proves Equation (2). To nish the proof of the fat that we an
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RA, then it also holds for A. Indeed, Inequality (1) applied to RA gives :
c|RA| ≤ |DRA | , whih is equivalent to
c(|A| + |RA \ A|) ≤ |DA| + |DRA \ DA| (3)Using Inequality (2) and the fat that c ≥ 1, Inequality (3) learly implies that Inequality(1) holds.Heneforth we assume that A is a retangle. The last simpliation onsists in provingthat we an restrit ourselves to retangles ontaining v. In other words, it will be suientto prove Inequality (1) for all retangles Rva,b. Given a retangle R not positioned at v, theretangle R′ of the same size positioned at v has less neighbors, hene if Inequality (1) holdsfor R′, it also holds for R.Finally let us prove that Inequality (1) holds for all retangles Rva,b, with 1 ≤ a, b < d.We have that |Rva,b| = ab and |DRva,b | = (a + ℓmax)(b + ℓmax) − d2.By the hoie of d, starting from the Inequality d2 ≤ (ℓmax+1)2c+1 and using that 1 ≤ a, b,one obtains that d2c ≤ (ℓmax + a)(ℓmax + b) − d2 for any 1 ≤ a, b < d. This implies, using
a, b < d, that cab ≤ (a + ℓmax)(b + ℓmax) − d2 for any 1 ≤ a, b < d, hene Inequality (1) (i.e.
c|Rva,b| ≤ |DRva,b |) holds.So by Theorem 4.1, eah one of the d2 nodes in Rvd,d an send ℓ messages to the nodes of
D. Sine the number of edges going from Rvd,d to D is 4d− 1, we apply the bisetion bounddisussed in Setion 1.1.1 to onlude that there is an edge of the border of the square Rvd,dwith ongestion at least ⌈ ℓ·d24d−1⌉ > ⌈ ℓ·d4 ⌉. This nishes the proof of the lemma. 2We observe that this seond lower bound is stritly better than the rst one if and onlyif
c√
c + 1
>
4ℓmax
ℓmax + 1If both c and ℓmax are big, the ondition beomes approximately :
max{ℓ, k}
min{ℓ, k} > 16That is, the seond lower bound is better when the dierene between ℓ and k is big.This is the ase of broadast or gathering, where messages are originated (or destined) from(or to) a small set of nodes of the network.The two lower bounds an be ombined to give :
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22 Omid Amini , Florian Hu , Ignasi Sau , Janez erovnikLemma 4.3 (Combined lower bound) The worst-ase running time of any algorithmfor (ℓ, k)-routing on full-duplex triangular grids using shortest path routing satisesRunning time ≥ max(ℓmax · min{ℓ, k}, max{ℓ, k} · ⌊ℓmax + 1
4
√
c + 1
⌋)
≈ ℓmax·max
(
min{ℓ, k}, max{ℓ, k}
4
√
c + 1
)Now we provide an algorithm from whih we derive an upper bound.Proposition 4.1 (Upper bound (algorithm)) The algorithm for (ℓ, k)-routing on full-duplex triangular grids is the following : route all pakets as in the permutation routing ase.That is, at eah node send pakets rst in their negative omponent, breaking ties arbitrarily(there an be ℓ pakets in onit in a negative omponent). If there are no pakets withnegative omponents, send any of the (at most k) pakets with maximum remaining distane.Running time ≤ { min{ℓ, k} · c(c−1)2 + max{ℓ, k} · (ℓmax − c + 1) , if c ≤ ℓmax
min{ℓ, k} · ℓmax(ℓmax+1)2 , if c > ℓmaxProof: Suppose again without loss of generality that ℓ ≥ k. We proeed by dereasingindution on ℓmax. We prove that after min{ℓ, ℓmaxk} steps, eah paquet will be at distaneat most ℓmax − 1 of its destination. This yieldsRunning time(ℓmax) ≤ min{ℓ, ℓmaxk} + Running time(ℓmax − 1)
≤ min{ℓ, ℓmaxk} +
{
min{ℓ, k} · c(c−1)2 + max{ℓ, k} · (ℓmax − c) , if c ≤ ℓmax − 1
min{ℓ, k} · ℓmax(ℓmax−1)2 , if c > ℓmax − 1
≤
{
min{ℓ, k} · c(c−1)2 + max{ℓ, k} · (ℓmax − c + 1) , if c ≤ ℓmax
min{ℓ, k} · ℓmax(ℓmax+1)2 , if c > ℓmaxLet us onsider the messages at distane ℓmax to their destinations. They are of twotypes, the one moving aording to their negative omponent and the one moving aordingto their positive omponent.If c ≤ ℓmax the rst ones move after at most ℓ time steps. If c < ℓmax they move morequikly, indeed they move at least one every ℓmaxk steps (ℓmaxk ≤ c · k = ℓ). This is due tothe fat that when c < ℓmax at a given vertex, at most ℓmaxk messages may have to moveaording to their negative omponent toward a node at distane ℓmax.About the messages whih move aording to their positive omponent, sine a node isthe destination of at most k messages, they may wait at most k steps.Consequently, ℓmax dereases by at least one every min{ℓ, ℓmaxk} steps, whih gives theresult. 2This gives an algorithm whih is fully distributed. Dividing the running time of thisalgorithm by the ombined lower bound we obtain the following ratio :
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




min{ℓ,k}·(c2)+max{ℓ,k}·(ℓmax−c+1)
ℓmax·max
(
min{ℓ,k} , max{ℓ,k}
4
√
c+1
) , if c ≤ ℓmax
min{ℓ,k}·(ℓmax+1)
2·max
(
min{ℓ,k} , max{ℓ,k}
4
√
c+1
) , if c > ℓmaxWe observe that in all ases the running time of the algorithm is at most max{ℓ, k}·ℓmax.In partiular, when ℓ = k (that is, c = 1) the running time is exatly max{ℓ, k} · ℓmax =
min{ℓ, k} · ℓmax, and therefore it is tight (see lower bound of Lemma 4.1).Corollary 4.1 There exists a tight algorithm for (k, k)-routing in full-duplex triangulargrids.The previous algorithms an be generalized for half-duplex triangular grids as well as forfull and half-duplex hexagonal grids. The generalization to half-duplex grids is obtained byjust adding a fator 2 in both the lower bound and the running time of the algorithm, as wedid for the permutation routing algorithm. Thus, let us just fous on the ase of full-duplexhexagonal grids, for whih we have the following theorems :Theorem 4.2 There exists an algorithm for (ℓ, k)-routing in full-duplex hexagonal gridswhose running time is at most :Running time ≤ { 2 min{ℓ, k} · c(c−1)2 + 2 max{ℓ, k} · (ℓmax − c + 1) , if c ≤ ℓmax
2 min{ℓ, k} · ℓmax(ℓmax+1)2 , if c > ℓmaxLemma 4.4 (First lower bound) No algorithm based on shortest path routing an routeall messages using less than 2 min{ℓ, k} · ℓmax − min{ℓ, k} steps in the worst ase.Denition 4.2 Given a vertex v, we all the retangle of the hexagonal grid of side (a, b)starting at v to the subset of the hexagonal grid Rvhexa,b = {v + αi + βj + γk, 0 ≤ α <
a,−γ < β < b, 0 ≤ γ < b} ∩H where H is the vertex set of the hexagonal grid. We all suha retangle a square if a = b.The following lemma gives a seond lower bound on the running time of any algorithmusing shortest path routing on full-duplex hexagonal grids.Lemma 4.5 (Seond lower bound) The worst-ase running time of any algorithm usingshortest path routing on full-duplex hexagonal grids satises :Running time ≥ ⌈max{ℓ, k}(2d + d − 2
2d + 1
)
⌉
,where d = ⌊√73c+64ℓ2max+121+144ℓmax
8
√
c+1
− 38
⌋ and c = ⌈max{ℓ,k}min{ℓ,k} ⌉.Notie that when ℓmaxc is big, this value tends to 2 max{ℓ, k} ℓmax√c+1 , obtaining a perfor-mane around twie better than in triangular grids.
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24 Omid Amini , Florian Hu , Ignasi Sau , Janez erovnikProof: The proof onsists in showing that the verties of Rvhexd,d an simultaneously send
max(ℓ, k) messages to some verties of Rvhexd+ℓmax,d+ℓmax \ Rvhexd,d. This is done as for thetriangular grid, using again Theorem 4.1. We do not give all the details, sine the idea behindis the same as the proof of Lemma 4.2.Sine the number of verties inside Rvhexd,d is 4d2 + d − 2, and the number of edgesoutgoing from Rvhexd,d is 2d + 1, the ongestion on these edges is max{ℓ, k} 4d2+d−22d+1 =
max{ℓ, k}(2d + d−22d+1 ). 25 Conlusions and Further ResearhIn this artile we have studied the permutation routing, the r-entral routing and thegeneral (ℓ, k)-routing problems on plane grids, that is square grids, triangular grids andhexagonal grids. We have assumed the store-and-forward ∆-port model, and onsideredboth full and half-duplex networks. The main new results of this artile are the following :1. Tight (also inluding the onstant fator) permutation routing algorithms on full-duplex hexagonal grids, and half duplex triangular and hexagonal grids.2. Tight (also inluding the onstant fator) r-entral routing algorithms on triangularand hexagonal grids.3. Tight (also inluding the onstant fator) (k, k)-routing algorithms on square, trian-gular and hexagonal grids.4. Good approximation algorithms for (ℓ, k)-routing in square, triangular and hexagonalgrids, together with new lower bounds on the running time of any algorithm usingshortest path routing.All these algorithms are ompletely distributed, i.e. an be implemented independently ateah node. Finally, we have also formulated the (ℓ, k)-routing problem as aWeighted EdgeColoring problem on bipartite graphs.There still remain several interesting open problems onerning (ℓ, k)-routing on planegrids. Of ourse, the most hallenging problem seems to nd a tight (ℓ, k)-routing algorithmfor any plane grid, for ℓ 6= k. Another interesting avenue for further researh is to take intoaount the queue size. That is, to devise (ℓ, k)-routing algorithms with bounded queue size,or that optimize both the running time and the queue size, under a ertain trade-o.A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30 Omid Amini , Florian Hu , Ignasi Sau , Janez erovnikA Dening the embeddingsThe results already known for the square grid an be used for a triangular (resp. ahexagonal) grid if we have an adapted funtion mapping the square grid into the trian-gular (resp. hexagonal) grid. Here we propose both funtions, namely square2triangle andsquare2hexagon.The funtion square2triangle is illustrated in Fig. 7. We perform the same routing as inthe grid, i.e. we just ignore the extra diagonal.
Fig. 7  Square grid mapped into the triangular gridIn a square grid the distane between two verties is at most twie the distane in atriangular grid. Similarly the ongestion is at most doubled going from the triangular gridto the square grid. Nevertheless the maximal distane is unhanged. Indeed, the NW and SEnodes of Fig. 7 are at the same distane in both grids. Consequently, an algorithm whihroutes a permutation in 2n − 2 steps is still optimal in the worst ase. This is the reasonwhy, instead of onsidering a square grid with one extra diagonal, we look at a triangle gridin the shape of a triangle, .f. Fig. 8. Using the routing of the square grid in this trianglegrid yields a routing within twie the optimal (i.e. minimum time in the worst ase).
Fig. 8  Triangular gridThe funtion square2hexagon is a little more ompliated. Squares are mapped in twodierent ways on the hexagonal grid, as shown in Fig. 9. Some are mapped on the left sideof a hexagon and some on the right side. Call them respetively white and blak squares.White and blak squares alternate on the grid like white and blak on a hess board. Themissing edge of a white square is mapped to the path of length 3 that goes on the right ofthe hexagon. The missing edge of a blak square is mapped on the path of length 3 that goeson the right of the hexagon. In this way eah edge of the square grid is uniquely mappedand eah edge of the hexagonal grid is the image of exatly two edges of the square grid.INRIA
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Fig. 9  Square grid mapped into the hexagonal gridThe distane between 2 verties in the hexagonal grid is twie the distane in the squaregrid plus one. Also when we adapt a routing from the square grid to the hexagonal grid usingthe funtion square2hexagon, the ongestion may double sine eah edge of the hexagonalgrid is the image of two edges of the square grid. Consequently, a routing obtained usingthe funtion square2hexagon will be within a onstant multipliative fator of the optimal.B An Approah for (ℓ, k)-routing Using Weighted Color-ingIn any physial topology, we an represent a given instane of the problem in the followingway. Given a network on n nodes, we build a bipartite graph H with a opy of eah node atboth sides of the bipartition. We add an edge between u and v whenever u wants to send amessage to v, and assign to eah edge uv a weight w(uv) equal to the length of a shortestpath from u to v on the original grid. In this way we obtain an edge-weighted bipartite graph
H on 2n nodes. Note that the maximum degree of H satises ∆ ≤ max{ℓ, k}. An examplefor ℓ = 2 and k = 3 is depited in Fig. 10.The key idea behind this onstrution is that eah mathing in H orresponds to aninstane of a permutation routing problem. Hene, it an be solved optimally, as we haveproved for all types of grids in Setion 2. For eah mathing Mi, we dene its ost as
c(Mi) := max{w(e)|e ∈ Mi)}. We assign this ost beause on all grids the running time ofthe permutation routing algorithms we have desribed are proportional to the length of thelongest shortest path (with equality on full-duplex triangular grids).From the lassial Hall's theorem we know that the edges of a bipartite graph an bepartitioned into ∆ disjoint mathings (that is, a oloring of the edges), ∆ being the maxi-mum degree of the graph. In our ase we have ∆ = max{ℓ, k}. Thus, the problem onsists inpartitioning the edges of H into ∆ mathings M1, . . . , M∆, in suh a way that ∑∆i=1 c(Mi)is minimized. That is, our problem, namely Weighted Bipartite Edge Coloring, anbe stated in the following way :
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Fig. 10  Bipartite graph modeling a (2, 3)-routing instaneWeighted Bipartite Edge ColoringInput : An edge-weighted bipartite graph H .Output :A partition of the edges ofH into mathingsM1, . . . , M∆, with c(Mi) := max{w(e)|e ∈
Mi)}.Objetive : min ∑∆i=1 c(Mi).Therefore, min ∑∆i=1 c(Mi) is the running time for routing an (ℓ, k)-routing instane usingthis algorithm.Unfortunately, in [11℄Weighted Edge Coloring is proved to be stronglyNP-ompletefor bipartite graphs, whih is the ase we are interested in. In fat, the problem remainsstrongly NP-omplete even restrited to ubi and planar bipartite graphs. Conerning ap-proximation results, the authors [11℄ provide an inapproximability bound of 76 − ε, for any
ε > 0. Furthermore, they math this bound with an approximation algorithm within 7/6 ongraphs with maximum degree 3, improving the best known approximation ratio of 5/3 [12℄.In [24℄ this innaproximability bound is proved independently on general bipartite graphs.Thus, if max{ℓ, k} ≤ 3 we an nd a solution of Weighted Bipartite Edge Coloringwithin 76 times the optimal solution, and this will be also a solution for the (ℓ, k)-routingproblem.Remark B.1 Although of theoretial value, the main problem of this algorithm is that nd-ing these mathings is a entralized task. In addition, the true ratio, i.e. related to theoptimum of the (ℓ, k)-routing, should be proved to provide an upper bound for the runningtime of this algorithm.
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